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The app~arance of another social group in our society -

that of cooperators - is a fairly new, contradictory and intensive 

process. This is con!irmed by the increasing number of people work

i:ig in the cooperative sector: January 1, 1989 - 1.4 million 

people, July 1 - already 2.9 million people. The growing volume 

of production and services is even more impressive. That•s why 

one should realize that the process underway cannot be regarded as 

a mere crystallization ot a more or less homogeneous socio-prof es

sio nal or socio-industrial group which takes in the personnel of 

other social formations and gradually acquires the features charac

terizing the group•s unity. 

Obviously, the cooperative movement !aces considerable diffi

culties - both of the period of its formation, when the new tights 

the old, and of the turning point in the life of society as a whole. 

Not only cooperators but all the sound social f orc~s as well must 

decisively take this or that way of changes. The problem of deter -

mining the cooperative strategy and lines of development is a;;gra

vated by tbe contradictory nature of the new Soviet cooperation. 

Even now it is possiole to diecern different trends, and, conse

quently, possible ways of evolution. 

Of course, one can suppose that these heterogeneous trends 

will develop side by side, complewenting, but not fighting each 

other. However, present-day developments in and around the coopera

tive secto~ (that cam$ to the fore at the fall session or the USSR 
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Supreme Soviet), attempts to stifle cooperation, the politization 

of-cooperatives in return, the appearance or various associations 

and unions - all this proves that division and rivalry are more 

customary in our society than collaboration on the basis or a 

~uDd compromise. 

Unlike the so-called consumers• cooperative societies (to say 

nothing or collective farms), which have long become a minor part 

or the administrative and bureaucratic apparatus, new cooperation 

implies several ways of development: from typical private property 

with wage labour (tor example, ' or 4 people, often rel~tives, set 

up a co-op and sign labour contracts with several dozens o! people) 

to traditiocal producer or cust~m~r associations (classical co

operation, so to speak) and up to Utopian socialist associations. 

Of course, these tendencies arP. so far in embryo, they are 

rather vague. There are a lot of 11.1ixed and t:a:·ansitional types, and 

sheer profiteering is also prominent (which, by the way, always 

goes along with the prifuitive accumulation of capital in new 

spheres, a kind or "Grt:nder" period, as it were). But, &l\YWay, 

pure phenomena hardly ever exist in real~ty. 

Tbe core of contradictions in the development ot new coopera

tion seems to lie exactly in the heterogeneity of its basis, and 

oot in tbe opposition of booest cooperators to grabbers who cook 

sbasbliks (pieces ot mutton roasted on a spit) or to racketeers, 

though tbis collision is a vital one tor cooperators. 

The above-mentioned tacts lead to significant conclusions as 

to the social structure and unity of cooperators. The new social 

corw.uunity appears and develops into a separate body with its inner 

structure, strati!ication and specialization. All these simulta-
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neous processes ruake up a contradictory unity. The present-day 

initial and rather contradictory period of the cooperative deve

lopruent needs active and energetic people persislent in reaching 

the aim. These qualities are absolutely indispeRSable for those 

who set up co-ops and therefore f &ce numerous bureaucratic and 

other obstacles. It is no mere chance that while tilling in our 

questionnaire marzy or these people de!ined their statue as that 

of "manager", implying a wide range of management skills, much 

1110re than an average Soviet administrator usually possesses. 

Besides organizing and management qualities, one should be 

efficient, bard-working and able to combine jobs. It's not by 

chance thai lllOre than 60 per cent of the cooperators who took part 

in our poll work over 40 hours a week. 

Needless to explain that the above--mentioned criteria of se

lecting cooperators' staff are generalized, and, therefore, part

ly abstract. Nevertheless at a number of meetings with M.Gorbachev 

workers constantly voiced their concern over the fact that the most 

active and efficient go away to work in co-ops. Leaving aside many 

interesting aspects of this issue it should be emphasized that 

apart from wide-sprea4 anti-cooperative sentiments these state

ments reflect the real interaction of an active i~dividual and 

cooperrtion: cooperation today brings all socio-economic labour 

relations (which have been bead over heels !or decades bere} Dack 

to the sound ground of econowic interest. Labour, payment, end re

sults of work acquire their genuine content, estrantsewent is oeing 

overcome. Not only laoour rewuneration, but also the very nature 

ot labour changes; it becomes conscientious and often creative, 

which is in the lor..g run not less i~portant than ~oney. Even s 
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mere possibility ot realizing the individual creative potential 

stront;ly attracts the worker or a state enterprise. 

The author together with V.Gimpelson and V.&agun bas held a 

poll aDaOng 150 cooperators ot Moscow and Taganro~. The results 

make it possible to get, through an approximate, idea of a coopera

tor• s social image and biography, and also to achieve a better un

derstanding of social mechanisms which influence individuals and 

their social environment. 

At\Y so~ial layer or group includes active and passive indi

viduals. The essence lies in their correlation. And the latter, 

in its turn, is determined by the role in the social division or 

labour and by the cultural (widely understood) level of the group. 

The socio-demographic structure of the coU1I11Unity is not of less 

importance. 

It's quite understandable that men are more active in the co

operative movement. Unfortunately, we have never come across a 

case when a woman beads a cooperative. The analysis of the press 

also testifies tc a considerable prevalence of men in cooperative 

management. The poll bas revealed that 66 per cent of cooperators 

are men. Of course, wo~en prevail among shop-assistan~s, dres

-makers, clea!lere,· accountants aod econo~ists, but that takes care 

of their past in tbe newcooperation. 

Leavi~ aside some other features of the present-day coopera

tor (such as education, social origin, welfare) let us look at mo

bility and the part it pleys in the development ot a modern coope

rator. This se~~s to be an intergrating feature. 

The ov-.rwhelming 01aJority (88 per cent) of the cooperstor£ 

wbo took part in our poll used to work 'in tne n~tiooal economy. 
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They widely and evenly represented all the orancbes and spheres ol 

D!Odern industry, services and infrastructure. Every fourth person 

used to work at a scientific research institute, a higher educa-

tional establishment or a design office before coming to co-ops. 

The employment in other spheres varied from 2 to 9 per cent. 67 per 

cent have several professions. Immediately before joining coopera-

tives 21 per cent had been workers, 13 per cent - middle level 

personnel (nurses, accountants, etc.) and 50 per cent - specialists 

in various spheres. Only 9 per cent had been engaged in individual 

enterprise. 

Mobilit~ characterizes with great precision tbe activity le

vel of a given social or professional group. #e have ootained ra-

ther high territorial and professional mobility indices. 

How many times have you changed your ••• 

(per cent) 

. - - - - -. . . • •• profesEion : 

never 

once 

2-} times 

4-5 times 

- - - -

more tban 5 times 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

40 

26 

19 

5 

3 

. ••• place of work 

13 

21 

33 

12 

10 

The data show that a lot of future cooperators were dissatis

fied with thei:- working conditions and payment, so they often 

changed their places or work and enterprises. One shouldn•t forget 

·ttat we de~l with fairly youcg people (53 per cent are 25-'9 years 

old) who hav~ a higher education (55 per cent) wh1cb takes up some 
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tiwe of their labour biography. 

- As tar as the choice of profession is concerned, future co

operators turned out to be u.ore stable: two thirds chose it at once 

or rather quickly, and tor halt ot the~ this choice came in handy 

when joining the co-op. Anotber important factor is the length or 

service at the previous place of work. Every fourth cooperator 

had worked for not less than 11 years at the same place before be 

passed on to a cooperative, every fifth one - 5-10 years, and every 

second one - less than 5 years, thus displaying a fairly high readi

ness to change the place of work. 

At present a co-op is the top of the labour career ror those 

who participaied in the poll. In this connection the following 

question might arise: what channels brought these people to coope

ratives? They are doubtless ready to take this step, but a speci

fic analysis of how people switch over to cooperatives is of great 

practical interest. According to our observations, people get their 

job in a cooperative by two main ways: 

a) througn acquaintances already working in co-ops (31 per cent) 

and mutual acquaintances with cooperators; 

b) by oeco~ing one or the co-op founders (2? per cent). 

Other possibilities are rarely used. 

On the whole the analysis ot cooperators• social image and 

elements of their biographies contirms the assumption that people 

who join the cooperative sector are mosily act1ve and energetic, 

seeking noi only to reach and keep bigh consumer siandaras, but al

so •o achieve a greater self-re,lization in their labour. These 

Qr£ comparatively young, educated and efficient people with versa

tile life and professie>rl~1 cxpe-::-j.ence which enables theru to take 

the p~th ol cooperation, the path with M v~gu~ future and a cont-




